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Abstract
Large-scale planned special events in cities including concerts, football games and fairs
can significantly impact urban mobility. The lack of reliable models for understanding and
predicting mobility needs during urban events causes issues for mobility service users,
providers as well as urban planners. In this article, we tackle the problem of building reliable supervised models for predicting the spatial and temporal impact of planned special
events with respect to road traffic. We adopt a supervised machine learning approach to
predict event impact from historical data and analyse effectiveness of a variety of features,
covering, for instance, features of the events as well as mobility- and infrastructure-related
features. Our evaluation results on real-world event data containing events from several
venues in the Hannover region in Germany demonstrate that the proposed combinations
of event-, mobility- and infrastructure-related features show the best performance and are
able to accurately predict spatial and temporal impact on road traffic in the event context in
this region. In particular, a comparison with both event-based and event-agnostic baselines
shows superior capacity of our models to predict impact of planned special events on urban
traffic.
Keywords Planned special events · Urban mobility · Event impact · Road traffic

1 Introduction
Mobility behaviour in urban areas is influenced by a wide variety of factors, such as seasonal and time-dependent patterns, weather conditions, construction sites, and, in particular,
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planned special events such as concerts, fairs or sports matches. In practice, mobility service
providers, urban planners or citizens rely on basic heuristics to estimate mobility behaviour,
usually taking into account temporal differences only, i.e. other prevalent factors are still
widely ignored when planning routes or estimating mobility needs in the short-, medium-,
or long-term [10].
Data about mobility behaviour as well as influential factors is being generated at unprecedented scale. This includes floating car data (FCD) generated by built-in GPS devices,
route planning requests to public transportation apps as well as navigation systems, or data
reflecting contextual factors, such as weather conditions or planned special events. In particular, Web mining can surface unprecedented data to capture, understand, explain and
predict mobility behaviour. Whereas data becomes increasingly available, it is however,
usually incomplete and highly heterogeneous, posing significant challenges with respect to
cleansing, smoothing or integration when aiming to build accurate mobility models.
Recent research has recognised the potential arising from the widespread availability
of mobility data, e.g. to investigate the impact of traffic incidents on road networks [29]
and to predict the impact of major urban events on public transportation usage [34] or on
road traffic [15]. However, while such events differ significantly with respect to their scale,
venue, scope, type, or audience, limited research exists on understanding the impact of event
characteristics on mobility needs in urban areas. In addition, no established models are
available for computing the event-induced load, i.e. impact on particular units or subgraphs
of a transportation graph, such as a road network.
In this work, we present a supervised approach to predict the spatial and temporal dimensions of the impact of planned special events on road traffic. We utilise a range of features
to characterise events, mobility behaviour as well as urban infrastructure. We apply our
approach to historic data about mobility behaviour containing over 195 million records as
well as data about influential events in the city of Hannover (Germany), spanning a time
period from October 2017 to January 2018 in which 150 major urban events took place. Our
results demonstrate that, we consistently outperform both naı̈ve and established baselines,
demonstrating an error reduction of up to 27% with respect to Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
The key contributions of our work include: (i) a novel formalisation and metrics for
computing the spatial and temporal dimensions of impact of planned special events on road
traffic, (ii) an algorithm to identify subgraphs of the transportation graph that are typically
affected by planned special events, (iii) the assessment of features and supervised models
that are well suited for both the available data and the considered regression problems, (iv)
insights into the characteristics of event impact and experimentally identified thresholds
able to distinguish event-induced traffic load as opposed to periodic or temporal traffic
fluctuations.
Applications of this work include augmentation of route planning apps and journey
recommendations with event-driven traffic predictions, including areas and specific paths
in a transportation graph affected by the urban events, or the long-term understanding
of event impact on mobility patterns to enable more precise planning of urban mobility
infrastructures and services.
The remaining article is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the overall problem
of predicting the impact of planned special events. Section 3 proposes dedicated metrics for
the prediction of the spatial dimension of event impact on road traffic, while Section 4 proposes respective metrics for the temporal dimension of event impact. Section 5 introduces
our supervised approach for impact prediction, i.e. the considered features and regression
models. Section 6 introduces our evaluation setup, while Section 7 provides a case study
on typically event-affected road networks. Performance results and feature analysis for the
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spatial and temporal dimensions of event impact are presented in Section 8 and Section 9,
respectively. Section 10 summarises key findings and limitations and briefly discusses
future work, while Section 11 discusses related work. Section 12 provides a conclusion.

2 Problem deﬁnition
Planned special events (such as concerts, fairs, or sports matches) can negatively impact
urban traffic. Some parts of the transportation network can experience usage exceeding the
actual network capacity, leading to traffic congestion with slower traffic speed and longer
trip times.
Intuitively, this problem may occur within temporal proximity to the event and spatial
proximity to the event venue, i.e. when event participants arrive at or leave the venue. However, event impact on the transportation graph can vary significantly according to the event
and venue characteristics as well as further factors.
The aim of this work is to predict event impact of planned special events on the
transportation graph, in particular with respect to the spatial and temporal dimensions.
More formally, a transportation graph is a directed multi-graph T G := (V , U ) that
represents the road network. V is a set of nodes (representing the crossings of the road
network) and U is a set of edges (also referred to as units in this article), i.e. the road
segments. Each node v ∈ V is assigned coordinates. Each edge u ∈ U is assigned a speed
limit lim(u).
In particular we target the following problems:
Prediction of the spatial dimension of event impact (impactspatial (ve, tj , T G)): Given
an event that takes place at venue ve, we aim to predict the maximal distance from the
event venue where event impact on the transportation graph T G in terms of a restricted
traffic flow can be observed at time point tj .
2. Identification of the typically affected subgraphs: Given an event venue ve, we aim to
determine the subgraph of the transportation graph T G that is commonly affected by
planned special events taking place at this venue.
3. Prediction of the temporal dimension of event impact (impacttemporal (ve, tj , T G)):
Given an event that takes place at venue ve, we aim to predict the average delay that
can be observed at time point tj on the units of T G that are typically affected in the
presence of events in ve.
1.

Furthermore, we aim to analyse the factors that can facilitate such predictions for both
impact dimensions.
In this article we focus our discussion on the impact of the incoming event traffic. The
impact of the outgoing event traffic can be considered analogously, provided that information about the respective event end times is available. In the following, we define metrics to
estimate the spatial and the temporal dimensions of event impact, discuss the corresponding
factors and build supervised prediction models.

3 Spatial dimension of event impact
One of the problems addressed in our work is the prediction of the spatial dimension
of event impact. In particular, we aim to build a supervised regression model to predict
impactspatial (ve, tj , T G), where ve is the event venue, T G is the transportation graph and
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tj is the time point for which the prediction is requested. First, we introduce the necessary
concepts and considerations, which are then used in Section 3.3 to define our metric for the
spatial dimension of event impact. This metric builds the basis for the actual prediction task
that is addressed as a regression problem later in Section 5.
In order to measure the spatial dimension of event impact on the transportation graph,
we take the following considerations into account:
–

–

–
–

First, events may directly impact the traffic flow on the units (edges) of the transportation graph T G through an increased load. Thus, we define a metric for the unit load
ul(u, tj ) ∈ [0, 1] that measures the normalised load on unit u at time point tj .
Second, an increased unit load observed on the units of the transportation graph may
or may not be (partially) induced by a particular event. Therefore, we introduce the
concept of an affected subgraph of T G that indicates event-induced load, i.e. unit load
that can be partially attributed to the event.
Third, we identify subgraphs of T G that are typically affected by events in particular
venues.
Finally, we define a metric for the spatial dimension of event impact at time point tj
as a measure of the longest distance from event venue ve to unit u of the transportation
graph where event-induced load is observed at tj .

In the following we present these steps in more detail. Notations frequently used in the
article are summarised in Table 1.

3.1 Unit load and average unit load
In the following, a unit u ∈ T G refers to an edge of the transportation graph T G. We define
the unit load ul(u, tj ) ∈ [0, 1] as the relative speed reduction at unit u with respect to the
speed limit lim(u) of the corresponding edge in the transportation graph in Eq. 1:
ul(u, tj ) =

lim(u) − speed(u, tj )
,
lim(u)

(1)

where speed(u, tj ) represents the actual traffic speed at u at time point tj ∈ T , where T
is the set of all time points. Here, ’1’ corresponds to the maximal speed reduction (i.e. a
congestion when traffic is fully halted), and ’0’ corresponds to the normal usage, where the
traffic can reach the maximal speed allowed by the speed limit.
We represent typical unit load for unit u on a particular week day and day time via
average unit load ulavg (u, tj ). Given a transportation graph T G and a time point tj , let
U L(u, tj ) be a set containing all unit loads for u on the same week day and day time as tj :
U L = {ul(u, t)|tod(t) = tod(tj ), dow(t) = dow(tj )}, where dow(tj ) and tod(tj ) map tj
to its week day and time of day, correspondingly. The average unit load for unit u at tj is
then defined as ulavg (u, tj ) = avg(U L(u, tj )).

3.2 Event-induced load an affected subgraphs
High load observed on a particular unit of the transportation graph at a certain time point is
not always caused by special events but may be due to recurring temporal patterns, incidents
or other factors. Therefore, we consider the event-induced unit load, i.e. unit load ul(u, tj )
that can be partially attributed to an event by considering several indicators including: (i)
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Table 1 Notation summary
Notation

Description

ve

Event venue

T

Set of all time points

TG

Transportation graph

u

A unit (i.e. an edge) of T G

speed(u, tj )

Traffic speed at unit u at time point tj

ul(u, tj ) ∈ [0, 1]

Unit load on unit u at time point tj

ulavg (u, tj ) ∈ [0, 1]

Average unit load on unit u corresponding to tj

ud(u, tj )

Unit delay. Delay of travel time on unit u at time point tj

iqr(u, tj ) ∈ {true, f alse}

Indicates whether ul(u, tj ) is an outlier with respect to IQR

distgeo (ve, u)

Geographic distance between venue ve and u

disttemp (ti , tj )

Temporal distance between two time points

T ASve

Typically affected subgraph of ve

thul

Unit load threshold

thtemp

Temporal proximity threshold

thta

Minimum percentage of events at which units are considered
typically affected

impactspatial (ve, tj , T G)

Spatial impact of an event in venue ve on T G at tj

impacttemporal (ve, tj , T G)

Temporal impact of an event in venue ve on T G at tj

temporal proximity of tj to event start time te ; (ii) geographic proximity between unit u and
event venue ve; (iii) the (unusually) high load on unit u; (iv) connectedness of unit u with
other units that indicate event-induced load in the transportation graph.

Temporal proximity The intuition behind this indicator is that event-induced traffic is
likely to occur within close temporal proximity to the start or the end time of the event,
when event participants arrive at or leave the venue. Temporal distance disttemp (te , tj ) is
the length of the time interval between the time point tj ∈ T (at which the specific load
on unit u is observed) and the event time te ∈ T . Here, te the is the event start time (event
end time works analogously). We say that time point tj is within the temporal proximity of
event e if the temporal distance between tj and the event time te is within an interval given
by thtemp : disttemp (te , tj ) ≤ thtemp , where thtemp is a parameter in our approach.
Geographic proximity The intuition behind this indicator is that event-induced traffic
is likely to start and end within the close geographic proximity to the event venue.
The distgeo (ve, u) denotes the geographic distance (i.e. Euclidean distance that takes the
Earth’s curvature into account) between the venue ve represented through its coordinates
and the unit u. For the distance computation, we represent the unit through the coordinates of its adjacent nodes in the transportation graph. In particular, we distinguish the
min-distgeo (ve, u) and the max-distgeo (ve, u), dependent on the geographic location of the
corresponding node. We say that unit u is within the geographic proximity of the venue ve
if min-distgeo (ve, u) ≤ thgeo . The threshold thgeo is a parameter, defined as the walking
distance in our approach. Based on the heuristics proposed in [22] we choose a walking
distance of thgeo = 500 meter in the following.
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Aﬀected unit Intuitively, when event-induced traffic impacts the road network, some units
can indicate an (unusually) high load. To capture this intuition we propose a method
based on the outlier analysis. In this context, we define a Boolean metric affected(u, tj ) ∈
{true, f alse}, where “true” denotes that unit u is affected at time point tj , i.e. this unit indicates an (untypically) high load degree. We consider two indicators of unit affectedness: (a)
Absolute unit load: We consider u to be affected at time point tj ∈ T if its load exceeds the
pre-defined unit load threshold thul , i.e. ul(u, tj ) ≥ thul . We discuss the influence of the
thresholds in the experimental evaluation in Section 8.1. (b) Outliers: To identify the outliers, i.e. the units whose load at a given time point deviates significantly from their typical
load at comparable times (i.e. the same week day and day time), we employ the interquartile
range (IQR)-rule [13]. We define a Boolean metric iqr(u, tj ) ∈ {true, f alse} that denotes
if the unit load ul(u, tj ) is an outlier according to the IQR-rule in Eq. 2.

iqr(u, tj ) =

T rue, if ul(u, tj ) > Q1 (u, tj ) + 1.5 · (Q3 (u, tj ) − Q1 (u, tj ))
F alse, otherwise,

(2)

where Qn (u, tj ) denotes the nth quartile of the unit load on unit u with respect to the week
day and day time. Equation 3 combines both load indicators presented above. We say that
unit u is affected at tj if at least one of both conditions holds, i.e. either the unit load exceeds
the pre-defined load threshold thul , or the unit load is an outlier according to the IQR-rule.
affected(u, tj ) ≡ (ul(u, tj ) ≥ thul ) ∨ iqr(u, tj ).

(3)

Aﬀected path Given a venue ve and a time point tj , Equation 4 defines an affected path
p as a connected subgraph of the transportation graph T G, such that all units of this subgraph are affected at this time point and at least one unit un of this subgraph is within the
geographic proximity of venue ve. Moreover, to prevent affected paths to mainly capture
regular traffic patterns, we require the unit ud most distant from the event venue within this
subgraph to deviate from the regular traffic pattern. More formally:
affected(p, ve, tj ) ≡
∀ui ∈ p : affected(ui , tj )
∧ ∃un ∈ p : min-distgeo (ve, un ) ≤ thgeo
∧ ud = arg max{um ∈ p|max-distgeo (ve, um )}
um

∧ iqr(ud , tj ).

(4)

Aﬀected subgraph Event-induced traffic that starts or ends in a geographic proximity of
the venue is likely to be propagated along the transportation graph. To capture this intuition,
we define the concept of an affected subgraph. Equation 5 defines an affected subgraph
(ASG) of venue ve at time point tj as the subgraph of T G that contains all respective
affected paths:
affected(ASG, ve, tj ) ≡
∀ui ∈ ASG : (∃pi ⊆ T G : ui ∈ pi ∧ affected(pi , ve, tj ))
/ ASG)). (5)
∧¬(∃pk ⊆ T G : ∃uk ∈ pk : (affected(pk , ve, tj ) ∧ uk ∈
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The first line of Eq. 5 specifies that an affected subgraph ASG only contains the units ui
that are part of at least one affected path pi . The second line ensures that all affected paths
are part of ASG (i.e. no affected path pk exists that is not part of ASG).

3.3 Metric for the spatial dimension of event impact
In general, spatial distance can be measured using different metrics, including Euclidean
distance, as well as path-based or grid-based distance, whereas the suitability of the metric
depends on the particular application scenario. In this article, we adopt Euclidean distance
to make the notion of the spatial dimension of event impact comparable across venues and
also better explainable to the end users. As road networks are diverse, the length of the paths
measured on the directed road network on different paths within a given radius from the
venue may vary. Euclidean distance is a grid-independent indicator. This indicator compensates the differences in the network topology, provides an external view on the event-related
traffic around the venue, makes it comparable across venues and also allows for an intuitive explanation. For example, Euclidean distance facilitates statements such as “The event
e that takes place at venue ve will impact the area within x km from the venue”. This way,
the affected area around the venue can be avoided by the vehicles not directly involved in
the event.
Given an event e starting at te with disttemp (te , tj ) ≤ thtemp at venue ve, we define
the spatial dimension of event impact impactspatial (ve, tj , T G) of e on the transportation

Fig. 1 Visualisation of the spatial dimension of event impact. The green point marks the event venue ve. Blue
units form the affected subgraph, while red units form an affected path within this subgraph. The brown line
illustrates the distance to ve that denotes the spatial dimension of event impact. The orange circle visualises
the threshold thgeo
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graph T G at time point tj as the maximal distance between the event venue and a unit ud
of T G at which load induced by e is observed at tj .
impactspatial (ve, tj , T G) =
max{max-distgeo (ve, ud )|ud ∈ ASG ⊆ T G∧affected(ASG, ve, tj )}, (6)
where ud is a unit of the transportation graph with the following properties: (i) ud is a unit
of an affected subgraph ASG ⊆ T G; and (ii) ud is the furthest distant unit from ve among
the units in the affected subgraph. Figure 1 illustrates affected subgraphs, affected paths and
the spatial dimension of event impact.

3.4 Typically affected subgraphs
Considering individual event venues, certain units are commonly affected if a planned special event takes place in the respective venue. To this extent, we define typically affected
subgraphs (T ASve ) to be venue-specific subgraphs of T G that consist of units commonly
affected in presence of planed special events at a particular venue ve.

Algorithm 1 formalises the calculation of the typically affected subgraph T ASve for a
single venue ve. The intuition of the algorithm is to identify units that are frequently affected
by events that take place in ve. To this extent, a joint event subgraph SGe is computed. This
graph contains all units affected at any time point in temporal proximity of a single event
e that took place in ve. SGe can be viewed as the temporal union of affected subgraphs
for a single event. The typically affected subgraph is then constructed from all units that
are present in a certain percentage (i.e. at least thta ) of event-specific subgraphs. We define
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a typically affected threshold thta ∈ [0, 1] as the minimum percentage of event-specific
subgraphs in which a unit need to be present to be considered as typically affected.

4 Temporal dimension of event impact
This section introduces our method to quantify the temporal dimension of event impact by
measuring travel time delay in presence of planned special events. In Section 3, we defined
a methodology to quantify the spatial dimension of event impact, i.e. to measure how far
from the event venue affected units can be observed. Complementary, another question of
interest is to which extent the units will be affected, i.e. to measure the travel time delay
on these units introduced by an event. To quantify the temporal dimension of event impact,
we rely on the following intuition: For individual event venues, some units are commonly
affected when an event takes place, i.e. event-induced load can be observed on these units.
To quantify the temporal dimension of event impact, we propose the following methodology: (1) we compute the typically affected subgraph T ASve of the event venue ve, and (2)
we measure the average delay in the presence of events on the units contained in T ASve .
Algorithm 1 describes the computation of a typically affected subgraph T ASve for a single venue ve. For each venue, in which at least one event takes place, we apply the algorithm
to obtain an individual T ASve for this venue. Algorithm 1 is subject to the parameters thul ,
thtemp and thta . Section 7 discusses the effect of the individual parameters on the extracted
subgraphs and suggests useful configurations.
We define the temporal dimension of event impact impacttemporal (ve, tj , T G) of an
event taking place in the venue ve at the time point tj on the transportation graph T G as an
average delay in the travel time on the units that are part of the respective typically affected
subgraph T ASve ⊆ T G:
impacttemporal (ve, tj , T G) = avg({ud(u, tj )|u ∈ T ASve }),

(7)

where u is a unit contained in T ASve and avg denotes the arithmetic mean. ud(u, tj ) (unit
delay) is defined in Eq. 8 as a function that specifies the additional amount of time it takes
to pass the unit u at time point tj , compared to the ideal situation when travelling at the
maximum allowed speed is possible.
ud(u, tj ) = max(0,

length(u)
length(u)
−
),
speed(u, tj )
lim(u)

(8)

where lim(u) denotes the speed limit on unit u, speed(u, tj ) denotes the possible speed on u
at tj and length(u) denotes the length of u. The first fraction of Eq. 8 expresses the required
time to pass u at tj , while the second fraction expresses the required time when travelling
with the maximum allowed speed is possible. Note, that we do not consider negative delays
(e.g. when people are travelling faster than the speed limit).
The proposed impacttemporal (ve, tj , T G) function computes the average unit delay and
summarises the overall temporal event impact on the respective T ASve . This function aggregates the individual unit delays and requires only the speed information on the units. This
computation weights all units in the typically affected subgraph T ASve equally and does
not require any traffic volume information. Note, that the average can easily be replaced by
a weighted average if additional information, e.g. the number of vehicles on a unit, is available and indicates large variations. Furthermore, a weighted average can also be considered
to further differentiate the type of the units (e.g. major roads and smaller streets).
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5 Event impact prediction: features and models
We treat event impact prediction as a regression problem. In this section we introduce the
features designed to enable accurate predictions including characteristics of events, mobility
behaviour and infrastructure.

5.1 Features
Table 2 provides an overview of the features we employ to predict both spatial and temporal
dimensions of event impact. In the following, we present these features in more detail. To
determine the best combination of the features we conduct an exhaustive grid search [3].
I.e. we train an individual model for each possible combination of features and finally select
the model with the best performance.

5.1.1 Event characteristics
The individual characteristics of the particular event may influence its impact on urban
transportation. Therefore we adopt the following event characteristics as features:

Day of week (edow ) The intuition behind this feature is that traffic may indicate weekday
specific patterns, e.g. people might leave work early on Fridays. We apply 1-hot encoding
such that each day of the week is represented as an individual dimension. For a particular
day, the corresponding dimension is set to 1 while all other dimensions are left as 0.1
Start time (est ) Traffic patterns vary significantly with respect to the time of the day, e.g.
during rush hours. We map the scheduled start time of the event to a continuous numerical
representation, where each hour is mapped to a number, e.g. 13:15 → 13.25.
Venue (ev ) Venues located near different parts of the transportation graph might exhibit
specific impact patterns. The event venue feature is 1-hot encoded.
Category (ec ) Events in different categories (e.g. concert, fair, or sports) might attract different audiences that exhibit specific mobility behaviour. For example, fair visitors might
arrive just-in-time or spread across a whole day, whereas concert audience might arrive early
to secure a place in the front. We distinguish between 7 event categories that are most typical
for the dataset used in our experiments (see Section 6.1 for details): {Comedy, Fair, Convert,
Football, Show, Party, Other}. Note that the set of categories can be easily adjusted to fit the
most frequent events in a particular city. The event category feature is 1-hot encoded.

Workday (ewd ) On workdays urban road networks are highly influenced by work-related
traffic (e.g. due to commuting between work and residential areas), while on weekends the
traffic exhibits other patterns. The workday is a binary feature that indicates whether the
event takes place on a working day or on the weekend.

1 Fore

a detailed description see http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.
OneHotEncoder.html
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Table 2 Overview of adopted features. Categorical features are 1-hot encoded
Feature

Representation

Notation

Event characteristics
Day of Week

Categorical

edow

Start Time

Numerical

est

Venue

Categorical

ev

Category

Categorical

ec

Workday

Binary

ewd

Reoccurring

Binary

er

No. Participants

Numerical

enp

Entity Popularity

Numerical

eep

Average Venue Impact

Numerical

mi

Average Nearby Affected Units

Numerical

mnau

Numerical

inrt

Mobility Behaviour

Characteristics of the Infrastructure
Nearby Road Types

Recurring (er ) Recurring events are likely to attract a similar audience, and therefore can
exhibit common mobility patterns. We consider events of the same category that take place
in the same venue to be recurring if they are part of an event series (e.g. football matches
in a tournament). Whether an event is recurring is represented as a binary feature. Note
that binary encoding in a combination with the venue is sufficient to represent event series
in case the venue typically accommodates event series of the same kind. For instance, if
recurring events in the football stadium are always football games with similar audience,
binary encoding is sufficient. In case different event series take place in the same venue, the
binary encoding can be replaced by a 1-hot encoding, where each specific event series is
represented by an individual dimension.

No. participants (enp ). The number of participants who attend an event is likely to correlate
with the event impact on urban traffic. If the number of participants is not available, we can
make use of an approximate value. This value can be estimated using the venue capacity, or
the typical number of participants of comparable events in the past (if available). In this work
we use the venue capacity as an estimate in cases where the exact number of participants
is not known. This feature is represented as an integer. In our experiments, we annotate the
number of participants manually, using web search.

Entity popularity (eep ). The intuition behind this feature is that popularity of the key actors
involved in the event (e.g. popular musicians, celebrities, politicians, etc.) is likely to correlate with the event impact on urban traffic. We approximate entity popularity using the
number of search results obtained through a state-of-the-art search engine (Google search
engine in our experiments). In particular, we extract surface forms of named entities from
the event title and use these as search engine queries. If multiple named entities are mentioned, the most salient is chosen. In our experiments, we annotated the entities manually.
In practice, these surface forms can be extracted from the event titles automatically using
named entity recognition and disambiguation (NERD) methods. We employ the number of
hits returned by the search engine as a feature represented by an integer.
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5.1.2 Mobility behaviour
Mobility behaviour features reflect the traffic situation at a particular time point relevant to
predict the spatial impact of an event.

Average venue impact (mi ) Average venue impact is the measure of the typical traffic
situation around the event venue. This feature represents an average impact of the venue ve
on traffic at a specific week day and day time.
Given a venue ve, a time point tj and a transportation graph T G an average venue impact
mi (ve, tj ) = impactavg (ve, tj , T G) is computed analogously to the event impact computation detailed in Section 3 with the following adjustments: (1) instead of the unit load,
average unit load is adopted: ∀u ∈ T G : ul(u, tj ) ≡ ulavg (u, tj ); (2) for the definition of
the unit affectedness, only the unit load threshold is considered, since the IQR-rule is not
relevant for the average impact, i.e. affected(u, tj ) ≡ ulavg (u, tj ) ≥ thul . An average venue
impact is represented as a real number.

Average nearby aﬀected units (mnau ) The average traffic situation near a venue in the
presence of an event can also be characterised by the number of the nearby affected units.
We determine an average number of the affected units near the venue as:
mnau (ve, tj ) = |{u ∈ T G|ulavg (u, tj ) ≥ thul , min-distgeo (ve, u) < r }|,
where we consider the ranges r ∈ {500m, 1000m, 2000m, 4000m}. For each range, mnau is
represented as a real number.

5.1.3 Infrastructure characteristics
Mobility patterns are highly dependent on the city infrastructure since the infrastructure is
likely to determine the paths people choose to reach their destinations. Thus, we propose
the following feature:

Nearby road types (inrt ). For each event, we identify the type of the road segments located
within the geographic proximity of the venue. Given T G, an event venue ve and a set of
road types RT , the count of nearby road types is computed as follows:
inrt (ve, rt) = |{u ∈ T G|min-distgeo (ve, u) ≤ thgeo , type(u) = rt}|,
where rt ∈ RT represents a single type, thgeo = 500m as discussed in Section 3.2 and
type(u) is a function that provides the road type of a given unit. For RT we make use of the
taxonomy defined by OpenStreetMap, which is detailed in Section 6.1. The count for each
type rt is combined to form a vector of integers.

5.2 Regression models
Finally, we combine the features to form a regression model aimed at the prediction of the
spatial dimension of event impact. In particular, we take the following steps: (1) feature
normalisation; (2) model selection; and (3) hyperparameter optimisation.

Feature normalisation First of all, we normalise the features by removing the mean and
by scaling all values to unit variance.
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Model selection The number of events that can be observed in a single city is rather small
for machine learning methods. Therefore we choose the regression models that can work
effectively when limited amount of training data is available.
SVR Support Vector regression has been applied to a large variety of scenarios. One-hot
encoding is well suited for use with SVRs since they are able to create decision boundaries
between the dimensions.
KNN The k-nearest-neighbor algorithm takes into account the k-nearest-neighbors only.
Therefore this algorithm is not constrained by the limited amount of training data.
RIDGE Ridge regression is a linear regression that introduces a penalty to the size of the
learned coefficients [7]. This leads to more robust coefficients, especially in the context of
small training sets.
Note that we do not consider deep learning regression models because of the large
amount of training data they require. Since each record in the training dataset corresponds
to a planed large-scale special event, the number of training examples in a particular city is
typically limited to a range of a few hundred events per year. This number is not sufficient
to achieve an optimal performance using current deep learning approaches.
Hyperparameter optimisation We optimise hyperparameters by employing the random
search algorithm proposed by Bergstra et al. [4]. The following parameters are optimised:
SVR: C: the penalty parameter, tol: tolerance for the stopping criterion. RIDGE α: regularisation strength. KNN: k: the number of neighbours considered, leaf size: size of the leafs
used by the algorithms BallTree.

6 Evaluation setup
This section describes the evaluation setup for our approach.

6.1 Data sources
The data sources used to evaluate our approach include data about events, mobility
infrastructure as well as traffic data.

Mobility infrastructure dataset OpenStreetMap2 (OSM) is a provider of publicly available map data. We make use of the OSMs road network to form the transportation graph
T GH . In particular, we extract streets that are located within the 20 km distance to the city
centre of Hannover. Note, that this distance is sufficient to entirely capture all observed
event impacts. Considering the OSM-taxonomy for road types, we restrict the transportation graph to contain only major roads, as reliable traffic information for smaller streets
is rarely available. In particular, we extract all roads that belong to one of the following
classes: {primary, primary link, secondary, secondary link, tertiary, tertiary link, motorway,
motorway link, trunk, trunk link}. OSM partitions roads in smaller road segments that correspond to the units of the transportation graph T GH . The extracted transportation graph
contains 23,000 units and 13,000 nodes in total. For each unit u ∈ T GH information about
the speed limit lim(u) as well as the road type is available from OSM. Figure 2 visualises
the extracted transportation graph by marking all included units with red colour.

2 https://www.openstreetmap.org
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Fig. 2 Visualisation of the transportation graph T GH extracted from OSM, which contains all major roads
within 20 km distance to the city centre of Hannover

Trafﬁc dataset The experiments conducted in this article employ a proprietary traffic
dataset that contains aggregated floating car data. This dataset is available to the authors in
the context of the research project “Data4UrbanMobility”.3 In particular, the dataset provides traffic speed records for each unit u of the transportation graph T GH . The dataset is
collected by a company that offers routing software distributed under an open license. The
dataset contains data contributions obtained from a variety of sources, including the data collected from the users of the routing software as well as traffic data acquired from third party
data providers. Although particular statistics of these contributions, such as the number or
the types of the monitored cars, are not available to the authors, due to a variety of sources
involved we do not expect any particular biases towards certain vehicle types or expense
classes. The dataset covers the time span from October 2017 to January 2018 and contains
approximately 195 million records in total. The records within the traffic dataset contain
the average traffic speed on the individual transportation graph units at discrete time points,
i.e. speed(u, tj ), recorded every 15 minutes. The average speed records are computed by
the data provider through calculating the average traffic speed from the raw floating car
data, averaged over all vehicles for which the data is available for the given unit and time
interval. To ensure data quality, in particular with respect to the availability of a sufficient
number of speed records per unit, only major roads extracted from OpenStreetMap are considered in this article (see the paragraph “OpenStreetMap” above for the description of the
corresponding road categories). The data for such major roads is captured on a regular basis
within the dataset. On average, 8422.79 records are available pro transportation graph unit.
We believe that this number is sufficient to capture typical traffic patterns.

3 http://data4urbanmobility.l3s.uni-hannover.de/
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Event dataset We extracted an event dataset containing information regarding events that
took place in the Hannover region, Germany from various regional event-related websites.
Examples are the official website of the city of Hannover, football websites and local magazines. The events included in this dataset took place between October 2017 and January
2018. We selected the venues in the Hannover region that have a capacity for at least 1000
participants, which resulted in 7 different venues such as concert halls (“TUI-Arena”, “Capitol”, “Swiss Life Hall”, “Kuppelsaal”, “Aegi-Theater”), a football stadium (“HDI-Arena”)
and a fairground. We further restricted our event dataset to the events that took place in these
venues. In total, 150 major events were obtained which occurred during the time period
described above. Since the events were collected from different websites they did not exhibit
a shared taxonomy of categories. We analysed the most frequent categories with respect to
each website and harmonised the data by manually defining a shared taxonomy to which
the categories were aligned. We obtained 7 events categories such as “party”, “comedy”,
“football”, “concert”, “fair”, “show” and “other”.
In addition, contextual information regarding events including event venue, event category, event start time, the number of participants and the most popular entities mentioned in
the event title were annotated by the authors manually using information obtained via Web
search. The annotated event dataset is made publicly available.4

6.2 Conﬁgurations of the impact computation
The spatial dimension of the event impact defined in Section 3 is subject to parameters
such as the unit load threshold thul and the temporal proximity threshold thtemp . In our
experimental settings we vary these parameters to analyse their influence. In particular, the
unit load threshold thul ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to the degree of unit impairment. For the
experimental settings, we choose three different threshold values corresponding to a high,
medium and low level of unit impairment, namely thul ∈ {0.7, 0.5, 0.3}.
Regarding temporal proximity, we investigate the spatial impact ahead of
the event, i.e. the impact of traffic caused by the event participants arriving at the event venue. In particular, we consider the following time points:
tj = te , tj = te − 30 min, tj = te − 60 min, tj = te − 90 min, where te corresponds to the
event start time.
For each event and each combination of the thul and tj values, we compute the spatial
dimension of the event impact using the metric presented in Section 3.3. These impact
values serve as numerical labels in the experimental setting.
Temporal event impact is further subject to the threshold thta , which specifies the minimum percentage of events at which units are considered typically affected. We investigate
the effect of thresholds on the extraction of typically affected subgraphs in Section 7. Based
on these insights, we consider the thresholds thta = 0.3 and thta = 0.7 in our experiments.

6.3 Baselines
We considered the following baselines for our experiments:
CBMA: The Category Based Modelling Approach was proposed by Kwoczek et al. in
[15]. This baseline is based on the intuition that events that belong to the same category

4 The

dataset can be found here: http://www.l3s.de/∼tempelmeier/crosstown events.zip
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result in similar impact on road traffic. To this extent this baseline considers all events
within the same event category and uses the average impact as prediction.
CBMA2: The experimental setting in [15] considered only the events that take place at the
same venue. To provide a fair comparison following our experimental setup, we extended
the CBMA baseline to calculate separate averages for each venue and event category.
This should further improve the performance of the CBMA baseline.
AVGT: We consider the impact prediction based on average traffic as another baseline.
In particular, the average impact values are computed for each venue ve, each day of the
week and each time point of the day where measurements are available. The intuition
behind this baseline is that, in the absence of information regarding particular events,
predictions can be made based on the average traffic typical for the particular weekday
and daytime. The average venue impact was introduced in Section 5.1.2 and is used as a
baseline as well as one of the features in our approach.
The CBMA and CBMA2 baselines are used for the prediction of both spatial and temporal
dimensions of event impact. The AVGT baseline is a naiv̈e baseline for prediction of the
spatial dimension of event impact.

6.4 Evaluation setup and metrics
Table 3 provides an overview of the baselines and the regression models (following the
approach proposed in Section 5). Listed approaches use the configurations introduced in
Section 6.2. The events, which represent the instances of the described problem, are split
into a test and training set. In particular, we divide them in fractions of 10%/90% and apply
10-fold cross validation. For each fold we ensure that no feature is extracted from traffic
data that was collected on any day in which an event contained in the test set took place.
The models are evaluated using the following metrics.

MAE The Mean Absolute Error measures the absolute error of the
model prediction. This
n
1

measure is computed as an average of the absolute errors: MAE = n j =1 |yj − ŷj |, where
n denotes the number of samples in the test set, yj denotes the prediction and ŷj denotes
the actual observations.

RMSE Root Mean Squared Error is computed as follows: RMSE =

 
n
1

− ŷj )2 ,
where the notation is identical. Like MAE, RMSE is a metric for prediction errors. As all
errors are squared, RSME is more sensitive to larger errors than MAE.
Table 3 Overview of considered
models

Model

n

j =1 (yj

Prediction Based on

Baselines
CBMA

Event category [15]

CBMA2

Event category and venue

AVGT

Historic traffic averages

Proposed Regression Models
SVR

Linear Support Vector regression

KNN

k-nearest-neighbors regression

RIDGE

Ridge regression
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7 Identifying dataset-speciﬁc parameters for aﬀected subgraphs
Optimal values for the parameters introduced in the above sections are strongly dependent on the dataset at hand. In order to illustrate the effect of various parameters on
TASs, this section discusses such effects and motivates the parameter values adopted in the
experimental evaluation. The extraction of TASs is dependent on the following parameters:
–
–
–

thtemp : The temporal proximity threshold.
thul : The unit load threshold.
thta : The minimum percentage of events at which units are considered as typically
affected.

For the case study, we choose thtemp = 90 min for our experimental setting. As discussed
above, we consider only the time ahead of the event. Figure 3 compares different configurations of thul and thta for the extraction of typically affected subgraphs of the football

Fig. 3 Comparison of the effects of thul and thta on the identification and extraction of typically affected
subgraphs around the football stadium (”HDI-Arena”) in Hannover. Higher thresholds lead to smaller
subgraphs of T G that are considered as typically affected
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stadium in Hannover. The largest graphs are identified with low thresholds as seen in Fig. 3a.
When thul increases, only heavily affected units remain and the graph shrinks, which can be
seen in Fig. 3e and c. With high values of thta and low values of thul , as observed in Fig. 3d,
the subgraph is no longer connected. Isolated parts of the subgraph are thus connected to
the remainder by the units of the transportation graph that are not frequently affected. This
indicates that such a configuration is not suitable to capture typical traffic patterns. For high
values of thul , no major differences between different values of thta can be observed, as
shown in Fig. 3c, f. This implies that the units that are heavily affected are affected on a
regular basis as well.
Figure 4 depicts the temporal dimension of event impact for a single football game that
took place on January 13th, 2018 in the city of Hannover. The impact was computed on
typically affected subgraphs with the above introduced configurations of thul and thta . For
smaller graphs (e.g. thul = 0.5, thta = 0.5) increased impacts are observed within the
temporal proximity of the start time of the football game. Moreover, peaks are present before
the start of the game and after an approximate end of the game, indicating the arrival and
the departure of the audience. Note that although we can estimate the end time based on the
typical duration, precise end time is not available in the dataset and may vary across events.
In contrast, for larger graphs, (e.g. thul = 0.3 and thta ∈ {0.3, 0.7}), the peaks can not be
clearly identified. For thta = 0.3 even the increased impacts can only be weakly observed.
For higher threshold values (e.g. thul = 0.3, thta = 0.7) the peaks can still be observed, but
the extent of the observed impact is relatively small. In case of restrictive configurations,
only few units contribute to the impact and units that are only moderately affected are left
out.
We conclude from these observations that the choice of the parameters is an important factor for computing the temporal dimension of event impact. Especially larger graphs
extracted with low thresholds are not suited for the temporal impact computation. While
smaller graphs obtained with high thresholds are better suited, a balanced configuration
yielded the best results.
Therefore the following configurations are considered in our experiments:
thul = 0.5, thta = 0.3; thul = 0.5, thta = 0.7; thul = 0.7, thta = 0.7.

Fig. 4 Temporal event impact with respect to thul and thta for a football game in Hannover on the January
13th, 2018
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8 Evaluation of the spatial impact prediction
This section presents the experimental evaluation of the prediction of the spatial dimension
of event impact. In particular, we discuss the overall performance of the proposed approach
and provide an analysis of the most indicative features. Furthermore, the performance
depending on event venues and event categories is discussed.

8.1 Spatial impact prediction performance
First of all, we present the overall performance of the proposed approach for the task of prediction of the spatial dimension of event impact (in terms of MAE and RMSE) in Table 4a,
b and c. In particular, we present the evaluation results of event impact prediction at different points in time ahead of the event start te (i.e. tj ∈ {te − 90 min, te − 60 min, te −
30 min, te − 0 min}, as well as for the different values of the unit load threshold thul presented in Section 3.2, namely thul ∈ {0.7, 0.5, 0.3}. Given the unit load of a specific unit u
at time point tj (i.e. ul(u, tj )), the threshold thul determines if this unit is considered to be
affected, i.e. if the unit load is particularly high. Note that smaller values of the MAE and
RMSE error metrics correspond to better model performance.
Table 4 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the prediction of the spatial
dimension of event impact
Model

tj = te − 90 min

tj = te − 60 min

tj = te − 30 min

tj = te

MAE

MAE

MAE

MAE

RMSE

RMSE

RMSE

RMSE

(a) thul = 0.7
CBMA

0.541

0.833

0.657

1.183

0.753

1.395

0.874

1.799

CBMA2

0.449

0.793

0.526

0.928

0.561

1.022

0.638

1.314

AVGT

0.615

1.019

0.668

1.246

0.751

1.459

0.831

1.760

SVR

0.409

0.745

0.469

0.914

0.469

1.024

0.522

1.400

KNN

0.435

0.741

0.467

0.786

0.470

0.873

0.477

0.990

RIDGE

0.414

0.748

0.489

0.909

0.530

0.995

0.596

1.282

(b) thul = 0.5
CBMA

1.124

3.110

1.332

3.238

1.392

3.287

1.115

1.961

CBMA2

1.144

3.229

1.227

3.223

1.310

3.254

0.889

1.557

AVGT

0.953

3.011

1.010

3.035

1.043

3.081

0.797

1.609

SVR

0.859

3.028

0.935

3.072

0.966

3.118

0.738

1.573

KNN

1.023

3.128

1.069

3.065

1.093

3.132

0.737

1.401

RIDGE

0.966

3.044

1.071

3.057

1.129

3.102

0.819

1.490

(c) thul = 0.3
CBMA

3.433

6.119

2.812

5.188

2.646

4.983

2.009

3.766

CBMA2

3.604

6.553

2.681

5.266

2.874

5.427

2.000

3.823

AVGT

2.694

5.784

2.394

4.887

2.382

4.797

1.777

3.543

SVR

2.631

5.913

2.236

5.004

2.233

5.082

1.648

3.659

KNN

3.067

5.327

2.612

4.984

2.503

5.065

1.762

3.593

RIDGE

2.983

5.844

2.449

4.972

2.447

4.864

1.737

3.545

Scores outperforming the baselines are underlined, best scores are marked bold. te is event start time
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As we can observe, our approach performs best for all considered configurations with
respect to MAE and comparable with respect to RMSE. In particular, the proposed SVR
model consistently outperforms all the baselines (CBMA, CBMA2, AVGT) for thul ∈
{0.7, 0.5, 0.3} for all considered time points.
Other considered regression models such as KNN and RIDGE demonstrate performance
comparable to SVR for the higher value of the thul threshold, i.e. thul = 0.7, whereas for
the lower load threshold values thul ∈ {0.3, 0.5} the performance of KNN and RIDGE is
less stable compared to SVR. As in the majority of cases SVR achieves best MAE scores,
we conclude that SVR is the overall best suited regression model for the spatial impact
prediction task on our dataset.
Among the baselines, the CBMA2 baseline that takes into account event and venue information achieves the best performance for high values of load threshold (i.e. thul = 0.7).
CBMA2 also outperforms the CBMA baseline that does not take venue information into
account for thul ∈ {0.7, 0.5}. This indicates that considering the average traffic situation
is not sufficient for predicting the complex strong impact that events might have on urban
traffic situations. For the lower load threshold values thul ∈ {0.5, 0.3}, the AVGT baseline
shows the best results with respect to MAE and RMSE among the baselines. This indicates
that unit loads observed when using lower threshold values can resemble periodic or temporal traffic fluctuations that can be predicted using historical traffic information used by
AVGT.
For the smaller values of the unit load threshold e.g. thul = 0.3, the AVGT baseline
results indicate a comparable performance to the proposed SVR model. With respect to
the time dimension, for thul = 0.3 AVGT achieves the best improvement over CBMA2
at tj = te − 90 min, indicating that the impact is relatively weak at this amount of time
ahead of the event. We conclude that impacts measured using smaller values of the unit load
threshold thul and longer temporal intervals ahead of the event are likely to capture repeated
traffic patterns rather than extraordinary traffic peaks and thus, can be approximated by
rather straightforward baseline models.
In general, our proposed approach works best for predicting impacts based on high load
thresholds thul . High thresholds represent a high degree of affectedness and therefore are
likely to capture uncommon, event-induced traffic pattern. SVR yields the best results in
most of the cases and achieves comparable performance in the remaining cases. The error
reduction of CBMA2 over CBMA illustrates the influence of the event venue. Since each
venue is represented by an own dimension, the SVR benefits from its ability to separate
between dimensions.
Figure 5 depicts the relative error reduction (with respect to MAE) of SVR over CBMA2
−MAESV R
(computed as MAECBMA2
). While SVR is always able to reduce the error (with
MAECBMA2
relative error reduction in the interval [9% - 27%]), SVR improves the most for the lower
load threshold values thul ∈ {0.3, 0.5}. Highly likely this is due to CBMA2 baseline lacking
information about the average traffic situation, which dominates when using lower load
thresholds.

8.2 Feature analysis
Table 5 summarises the best performing feature configurations for all combinations. For
thul = 0.3, mi (the average venue impact) plays an important role. This corresponds to the
previous observations that low thresholds can capture periodic traffic patterns. Considering
higher threshold values, i.e. thul ∈ {0.5, 0.7}, event characteristics play the most important role for the prediction of the spatial impact. In particular, edow and ewd are frequently
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Fig. 5 Relative error reduction of SVR over CBMA2 for the prediction of the spatial dimension of event
impact

present. This indicates the importance of the day on which an event takes place. The event
category ec is not used in any of the feature sets, i.e. ec does not add any additional information. A likely explanation is that events of the same category are likely to take place in the
same venue, e.g. football matches take place in a football stadium. mnau and inrt are present
in only a few configurations. We conclude that the information about mobility behaviour
and infrastructure is partly contained in the event characteristics, e.g. in ev .
Figure 6 presents the feature correlation matrix. Each cell of the matrix corresponds to
the value of the suitable correlation metric (or in case of the categorical feature pairs an association metric). The correlation between the pairs of continuous features is measured using
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). The association between the pairs of categorical
features is measured using Cramér’s V (CV). The correlation between the pairs including continuous and categorical features is measured using intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC). Features that include multiple dimensions (e.g. inrt includes one dimension for each
road type) are considered separately for each dimension. As we can observe in Fig. 6, some
Table 5 Best performing feature combinations for all configurations for the prediction of the spatial
dimension of event impact. Features included in a configuration are marked with an “”
thul

tj

edow

0.3

−90

0.3

−60

0.3

−30

0.3

0

0.5

−90

x

0.5

−60

x

0.5

−30

x

0.5

0

0.7

−90

x

0.7

−60

x

0.7

−30

x

0.7

0

x

est

ev

ec

ewd

er

x

enp

eep

mi

x

x

x

mnau

inrt

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
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Fig. 6 The feature correlation matrix. The correlation between the pairs of continuous features was measured
as Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC). The association between the pairs of categorical features was measured as Cramér’s V (CV). The correlation between the pairs including continuous and categorical features
was measured as intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). The correlation of continuous features with more
than one dimension (e.g. inrt ) was determined for each dimension individually. The respective dimension is
indicated by the superscript

of the event characteristics and some other features in our dataset are highly correlated. In
the following we discuss these correlations in more detail. First, the day of week (edow ) and
the working day feature (ewd ) are highly correlated in general (CV=0.98). This is expected
as ewd can be inferred from edow . As we can observe from Table 5, the best performing feature combinations often include the more fine granular information encoded by the day of
week, whereas the combination of the both features can be beneficial for the prediction of
the spatial dimension of event impact in some cases. Second, the feature er that indicates
the reoccurrence of an event is strongly correlated with the event category ec (CV=0.91)
and the event venue ev (CV=0.71). This is because reoccurring events in our dataset belong
to certain categories and typically take place at the venues specialised for this event type.
For example, football matches are typically a part of an event series that takes place at
the football stadium “HDI-Arena”. Consequently, as we can observe in Table 5, ec appears
redundant in these settings and is not included in any of the best performing feature combinations, dominated by er and ev . Note that specific correlations between the event venue,
the event category and the event reoccurrence observed in our dataset depend on the particular event venue settings in the considered urban region. Therefore, we recommend to take
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the correlation of these features into consideration while applying the methods proposed in
this article to further regions. Third, considering the near road types (inrt ), we observe a
moderate to strong correlation between the individual road types (0.52 ≤ |(P CC)| ≤ 0.99).
Moreover, the road types are perfectly correlated (ICC=1.0) with the event venue ev , since
the road types are static features specific for the particular event venue. Finally, the features encoding the number of nearby affected units (mnau ) exhibit mutual correlations.
This illustrates the dependency of the number of affected units that are present in different spatial ranges, i.e. the more units are affected nearby the event venue, the more units
will be affected at further distances. We further observe a correlation between mnau and
ev in a range of 0.75 ≤ ICC ≤ 0.87. We conclude that the number of units typically
affected in presence of special events is venue-specific. In summary, some of the features
describing event characteristics and venues can be highly correlated as we have observed on
the dataset considered in this article. Whereas highly correlated features do not contribute
much to the prediction in general, the particular correlations can depend on the settings in
a given urban region. In general, different feature configurations can be required to capture different dimensions of the event impact. I.e. for the coarse grained configurations (i.e.
thul = 0.3) historical averages such as mi play an important role, whereas at finer granularity (thul ∈ {0.5, 0.7}) the consideration of the specific event characteristics is required.
The optimal configuration can be determined by performing an exhaustive grid search, i.e.
by training individual models for all possible features combination and selecting the best
performing one. Note that generally costly process of grid search is feasible in our scenario
since the size of the event datasets on which the models are trained is typically small. For
larger datasets, ensemble methods such as bagging and boosting can be employed.

8.3 Venue dependence
Figure 7 depicts the MAE scores for tj = te − 30 min and thul ∈ {0.5, 0.7} with respect to
the event venue ve.

Fig. 7 MAE for the prediction of the spatial dimension of event impact for tj = te − 30 min with respect
to event venue ve. Note that the lines between the marks do not correspond to continuous values but are
included to improve readability. Red colour stands for the baseline approaches, blue colour for the proposed
regression models
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In both cases, the MAE is highly dependent on ve. Each venue is located in a different part of the city and therefore is exposed to a different mobility context. Another
factor might be the event category in the respective venues, e.g. fairs taking place at the
fairground are rather infrequent large-scale events and therefore their impact is harder to
predict.
For thul = 0.7 the AVGT performance is worse compared to thul = 0.5. Once more,
this illustrates that simple averaging models are only of limited use for the prediction of the
spatial dimension of event impact.

8.4 Event category dependence
Figure 8 shows MAE scores with respect to the event category for tj = te − 30 min and
thul ∈ {0.5, 0.7}. Like in Fig. 7 red colour stands for baseline approaches, blue colour for
the proposed regression models.
The AVGT baseline shows the same behaviour as already observed for the venue analysis
in Section 8.3. A difference between thul = 0.5 and thul = 0.7 are the scores for the
events in the category ”show”. In our case, shows take place at venues which are especially
sensitive to thul , e.g. the ”Aegi-Theatre” which is a central spot within the city of Hannover
and surrounded by some hub traffic nodes. For both cases, the impact of fairs results in
rather high MAE scores. Here the KNN model achieves the best performance. This might
be an indicator of lack of sufficient training data for SVR, especially considering that the
task of predicting the impact of a fair on complex urban traffic networks is particularly
challenging. Fairs typically are all day events where participants may arrive at nearly any
time of the day. Therefore the impact of fairs is likely to be more diffuse and therefore
harder to predict at few fixed time points in the advance of an event. Furthermore, fairs show
higher diversity with respect to the overall number of participants compared to other event
categories in our dataset.

Fig. 8 MAE for the prediction of the spatial dimension of event impact for tj = te − 30 min with respect to
event category. Note that the lines between the marks do not correspond to continuous values but are included
to improve readability. Red colour stands for the baseline approaches, blue colour for the proposed regression
models
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9 Temporal impact evaluation
This section presents the experimental evaluation of the prediction of the temporal dimension of event impact. In particular, we discuss the overall performance as well as the
venue-dependent performance.

9.1 Temporal impact prediction performance
This section discusses the performance of the prediction of the temporal dimension of event
impact.
First of all, the overall performance of the proposed approach is presented. Table 6a, b, c
present the results of the proposed approach for temporal impact prediction in terms of MAE
and RMSE. Analogously to the spatial impact prediction, we present the results at time
points ahead of the event start te (i.e. tj ∈ {te −90 min, te −60 min, te −30 min, te −0 min})
as well the configurations discussed in Section 7, namely thul = 0.5, thta = 0.3; thul =
0.5, thta = 0.7; and thul = 0.7, thta = 0.7.
As we can observe, our approach performs best for all considered configurations and
time points with respect to MAE and RMSE. We can observe a consistent behaviour among
all configurations which we detail in the following.
Among the considered regression models, the best scores are achieved by SVR and KNN.
In most of the cases SVR achieves the lowest errors for tj ∈ {te − 90 min, te − 60 min}
Table 6 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the prediction of the
temporal dimension of event impact
Model

tj = te − 90 min

tj = te − 60 min

tj = te − 30 min

tj = te

MAE

MAE

MAE

MAE

RMSE

RMSE

RMSE

RMSE

(a)thul = 0.7, thta = 0.7
CBMA

1.370

1.876

1.280

1.886

1.313

2.045

1.343

2.068

CBMA2

0.808

1.345

0.906

1.584

1.076

1.878

1.150

1.971

SVR

0.713

1.350

0.809

1.584

0.912

1.734

0.967

1.997

KNN

0.743

1.262

0.821

1.480

0.880

1.678

0.960

1.769

RIDGE

0.750

1.319

0.821

1.558

0.956

1.831

1.073

1.970

(b)thul = 0.5, thta = 0.7
CBMA

1.801

2.243

1.688

2.182

1.656

2.235

1.662

2.249

CBMA2

0.762

1.270

0.875

1.508

1.061

1.795

1.131

1.900

SVR

0.678

1.174

0.796

1.456

0.905

1.694

0.967

1.864

KNN

0.739

1.332

0.822

1.488

0.914

1.627

0.934

1.680

RIDGE

0.727

1.214

0.832

1.480

0.985

1.706

1.062

1.782

(c)thul = 0.5, thta = 0.3
CBMA

1.854

2.281

1.772

2.316

1.800

2.453

1.776

2.432

CBMA2

0.796

1.228

0.928

1.518

1.093

1.795

1.147

1.910

SVR

0.691

1.133

0.809

1.461

0.928

1.698

1.017

1.903

KNN

0.748

1.205

0.831

1.518

0.909

1.630

0.920

1.641

RIDGE

0.745

1.187

0.873

1.545

1.031

1.704

1.080

1.801

Scores outperforming the baselines are underlined, best scores are marked bold. te is event start time
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and KNN for tj ∈ {te − 30 min, te }. This might indicate that the complexity of the traffic
situation increases in temporal proximity to the event such that not enough training data for
complex models like SVR is available. Nevertheless, the simpler KNN-model can still be
effectively trained. While RIDGE outperforms the baselines as well, it never achieves better
scores than the other considered regression models.
Considering different configurations, we observe that high thresholds lead to the highest
error scores e.g. KNNs MAE of 0.96 for tj = te , thul = 0.7 and thta = 0.7 in Table 6a. We
conclude that the difficulty of the regression task increases with the value of the thresholds.
This is expected, as higher thresholds result in small typically affected subgraphs that may
contain only few units. Thus, the regression task needs to predict delays at a fine granularity
which is more difficult than with lower threshold values.
In comparison to the performance of the prediction of the spatial event impact, our proposed models consistently outperform the baselines with respect to RMSE for the temporal
impact prediction. This indicates, that the task of prediction of the temporal dimension of
event impact is not as sensitive to the extreme values as the task of spatial impact prediction.
Regarding the baselines, CBMA2 outperforms CBMA in all cases. Since the only difference between the baselines is that CBMA2 also considers the event venue ve, we conclude
that the venue plays an important role. Our proposed approach achieves a relative error
reduction of up to 19.8% over CBMA2 in this task.

9.2 Venue dependence
Figure 9 depicts MAE scores at time point tj = te − 30 min with respect to the event venue
and the model for the chosen configurations.
Generally, both SVR and KNN exhibit similar performance across all configurations with
the exception of the venue ”Fairground”. The fairground mostly hosts fairs, which seem to
be problematic for the temporal impact prediction. For this venue, the KNN achieves by far
the best performance for all configurations. This might be an indicator for an insufficient
amount of training data for more complex models like SVR. This observation is similar to
the respective observation for the task of spatial impact prediction.

Fig. 9 MAE for the prediction of the temporal dimension of event impact for tj = te − 30min with respect
to event venue ve. Note that the lines between the marks do not correspond to continuous values but are
included to improve readability. Red colour stands for the baseline approaches, blue colour for the proposed
regression models
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The venue “TUI-Arena”, which mainly hosts concerts, is located within the same fairground. However, we can not observe a similar problem. We conclude that the difficulty
of the problem is not only induced by the geographic location of the venue but also by the
event type that takes place.
The venue “Kuppelsaal” clearly exhibits the highest errors. The venue is located in the
city centre. Therefore the traffic around the venue is likely to be subject to a large variety of
the influence factors, which makes it especially hard to predict the temporal dimension of
event impact for this particular venue.

10 Evaluation summary
This section summarises the evaluation of the prediction of both the spatial and temporal dimensions of event impact. In particular, findings, limitations and future work are
discussed.

10.1 Findings
Our approach outperforms the baselines for the prediction of the spatial and temporal
dimensions of event impact. Overall, we observe an error reduction by up to 27% (spatial dimension) and 19.7% (temporal dimension) by our method compared to the best
performing baseline (CBMA2), dependent on the configuration.
With higher impact values (thul threshold of 0.7 compared to 0.5), the differences
between the CBMA2 baseline and the proposed regression model increases. Smaller spatial impact values can be well predicted by the AVGT baseline, that captures the average
traffic information, whereas specialised event models enable more accurate prediction
of more significant event-induced traffic impact. This underlines our observation that
small impact thresholds tend to characterise impacts which might be due to a variety
of influence factors, most notably temporal fluctuations in traffic, while larger threshold
values tend to be directly connected to extra-ordinary incidents, such as planned special
events.
Among the adopted regression models, SVR shows overall the best performance,
whereas in the individual configurations, especially for higher values of thul , other regression models can perform slightly better. Therefore, we recommend to adopt SVR as a default
model. The available data is typically use case specific (e.g. some cities may be dominated
by a few events or event venues, other cities may be very dependent on a couple of major
roads). When fine-tuning the model for a particular use case, we recommend to additionally investigate the performance of the other regression models considered in this article
(KNN, RIDGE) to achieve an optimal performance. Among the adopted features, the most
important feature group is event characteristics, which reflect diverse information such as
the venue, the time and the day of week of the event. There are several possible combinations that indicate similar performance (which is useful if not all features are available or
are costly to compute).
The largest errors in prediction of event impact occur at the fairground venue, which
is partially due to rather diverse events that happen in this venue, where the number of
participants varies from 9000 to 65000 in our dataset.
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10.2 Limitations & future work
Our definition of event impact fits best to specific types of events that have a well-defined
starting point where the majority of the participants arrives at the venue. This definition fits
well to certain event types, such as football games or concerts. However, it is less suitable
for events spread over a longer duration, such as fairs, where the attendance of individuals
is spread over a longer period of time.
In this article we provide the definition of the spatial an the temporal dimensions of
event impact. To this end, we facilitate prediction of the maximum distance from the event
venue where event-induced load can be observed at a particular point in time as well as an
average delay that is present on the units contained in the typically affected subgraphs of the
transportation graph. Furthermore, we facilitate the identification of the subgraphs typically
affected by events. As part of future work, we plan to address further aspects of the temporal
dimension of the event impact, i.e. to predict how long the certain level of impact will be
observed within a specific distance from the event venue.
The sets of features considered in this work represent event-, mobility- and infrastructure characteristics. We assume that a wide range of additional factors can influence event
impact, such as weather conditions, as well as availability and use of public transportation
infrastructure. In the future work, we will consider such features to incrementally enhance
models and predictions.
The correlations between planned special events and traffic delays considered in this
article may also be impacted by further unobserved factors, such as traffic accidents, temporal construction sites or extreme weather conditions in geographic and temporal proximity
of the event. Therefore, the observed traffic delays are not necessarily always caused by
the event-specific traffic, i.e. the vehicles going to or from the event venue. Nevertheless,
regular patterns observed for specific event venues and event types enable an accurate prediction of event impact on urban traffic. Causal analysis is an interesting direction of future
research, subject to availability of the corresponding data.
In this article, we do not address handling of multiple simultaneous events and focus on
the impact prediction for individual large-scale events. Although in general the question of
cumulative event impact prediction is important, it appears more relevant for cities, where
several large-scale event venues are located in geographic proximity. In the settings of the
urban region of Hannover the relevant venues (i.e. the venues with the capacity of at least
1000 participants) are distributed across the city, such that we do not expect to observe
cumulative event impacts regularly. Handling of simultaneous events can be an interesting
direction for future research, dependent on the event venue settings in the specific urban
region.
In the future work, we also plan to integrate the proposed models into real-world
applications, e.g. to develop event-aware routing algorithms.

11 Related work
In the following we present related work in the areas of impact of planned special events
on road traffic and public transportation, analysis of urban road networks, road traffic
forecasting and impact of incidents in more detail.

Impact of planned special events on road traﬃc To the best of our knowledge, the only
approach that directly addresses the task of prediction of impact of planned special events
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on urban traffic tackled in this article is the category-based modelling approach (CBMA)
proposed by Kwoczek et al. [15]. CBMA is a simple average model, which predicts the
spatial impact of events on road traffic by computing averages for each event category. The
impact is defined as an average traffic delay on streets located within the 500 m distance of
the event venue. In contrast, in this article we develop specialised machine learning models
for impact prediction. We adopt [15] as a baseline in our experiments and demonstrate
superior capacity of our models with respect to [15].

Further aspects of event impact Several research works addressed other aspects of
planned special events in urban areas and analysed the corresponding traffic situations.
Whereas the problems addressed by these articles are related to traffic in the context of
events, they address more specific aspects and, in contrast to our work, do not aim to capture the overall event impact. For example, in [16] the authors employed an artificial neural
network to identify road segments typically affected by events that take place in a particular
venue. Lécué et al. employed semantic technologies to develop STAR-CITY, a system for
traffic prediction and reasoning [17], used for spatio-temporal analysis of the traffic status
as well as for the exploration of contextual information such as nearby events. [18] investigated the general predictability of location-based social network data. They conducted a
case study on Foursquare datasets, which is a service on which users can indicate their geographic location, i.e. user can indicate that they are at a certain event venue. The authors do
not focus on a specialised prediction task, but provide general insights on working with the
aforementioned data. [10] provides a checklist with measures to improve traffic flow in the
context of events, e.g. through reserving parking spots or guiding the traffic on particular
roads. These works do not aim at predicting an overall event impact and thus are orthogonal
to our research.
Impact of planned special events on public transportation Planned special events can
also impact public transportation. Pereira et al. investigated non-habitual overcrowding of
public transportation by using information from social networks and specialised event websites [31]. They proposed a probabilistic model that divides an overcrowding behaviour into
explanatory components. [34] proposed a Bayesian additive model that predicts the total
number of public transportation trips to event venues. [28] detects events from social media
by employing a hashtag-based algorithm. The event information extracted from the social
media is then used for prediction of the public transportation flow. These studies focus on
public transportation and are orthogonal to the prediction of event impact on road traffic
addressed in this work.

Analysis of urban road networks Urban road networks have been subject to many studies
aiming to identify problematic areas using traffic information. Studies focusing on congestion proposed methods for measuring and tracking congestion [33], [1], and identifying
propagation of congestion patterns [19, 27]. [8, 9] proposed approaches for the detection
of so-called urban black holes, i.e. traffic anomalies with a greater inflow than outflow.
[20] investigated the maximum capacity of urban street networks. They introduced an formal upper bound of the capacity and found that the capacity is independent of individual
routing strategies. [11] employed topic modelling to analyse urban street works. They proposed the concept of interactional regions, i.e. regions that commonly bound routes within
the street networks. [39] investigated the use of external datasets like POIs, location-based
social media, weather and incident data to find explanations for traffic data. They found that
POIs data is correlated with regular traffic patterns, while location-based social media can
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be used to explain irregular traffic patterns. [6] aims at identification of similarities in an
urban street network based on features extracted from the OSM, a traffic dataset and population statistics. In contrast to our work, none of these methods aims at determining impact
of planned special events on road traffic.

Road traﬃc forecasting and impact of incidents Road traffic forecasting (see a recent
survey conducted by Vlahogianni et al. [36] for an overview) aims at predicting traffic flow
on particular roads on a short term. [30] tackled the problem of traffic speed prediction in
the presence of incidents by introducing the hybrid H-ARIMA model, which combines a
historic average model and the well-established ARIMA model [5]. [29] classified different
kinds of traffic incidents and used this classification to predict the impact of each incident
type on road traffic. [2] used Support Vector Regression and clustering of spatial and temporal patterns to predict traffic speed for individual units. [38] made use of sparse FCD data
and a context-aware tensor decomposition approach to estimate travel times for road segments for which no FCD is available. The information is then used to estimate the required
travel time for a given route. [25] proposed a framework for the city-wide inference of traffic volume. They made use of a semi-supervised learning algorithm that can be used with
sparse loop detector data as well as taxi GPS data. Similar, [37] employed a Hidden Markov
Model to estimate traffic speeds of a road network based on sparse floating car data where
the speed to be estimated on a single road is considered as a hidden state. [14, 24] make
use of FCD data to predict congestion, while [14] tackles this problem by using GPS data
from mobile phones. [26] predicted the impact of highway incidents and proposed a model
to predict false reports of incidents. The authors of [12] investigated the duration of freeway
incidents. They identified variables that influence the duration of the incidents and propose
a Rule-Based-Tree-Model to predict the duration. The approaches discussed above focus on
short-term traffic predictions and on incidents and congestion that can be clearly assigned
to the individual road segments. In contrast, in this work we aim to predict more diffuse
impact of planned special events on complex urban road networks, that is subject to the
infrastructure and event characteristics rather than to the short-term traffic fluctuations.

Road traﬃc forecasting using deep learning Recently, various approaches emerged that
adopt deep learning techniques (i.e. deep neural networks) for short-term traffic forecasting.
The architectures include feed-forward networks, deep believe networks and long short term
memory networks (see e.g. [21, 23, 32, 35]). Whereas deep learning approaches become
increasingly popular in the context of road traffic forecasting and impact of incidents, they
require large amount of training data. This requirement makes deep learning hardly applicable to the problem of impact prediction for planned special events, as the number of
large-scale events in a particular city is typically limited to a range of a few hundred events
per year. In contrast, the approach proposed in this article facilitates accurate predictions of
event impact given a limited amount of training data.

12 Conclusions
In this article we proposed a method for quantifying the spatial and temporal dimensions of
event impact for planned special events in urban areas and applied this method to predict
event impact on road traffic. We presented supervised regression models that accurately predict the distance from the event venue where event-induced traffic can be observed ahead of
the event start time. Furthermore, these models facilitate the prediction of the average delay
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that can be observed on the typically affected subgraphs of the transportation graph. We
analysed the impact of feature sets in different categories, including event-, mobility- and
infrastructure characteristics. Our evaluation results on a set of real-world events in seven
categories demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms existing and naı̈ve baselines
in various configurations for both considered dimensions of event impact. As part of future
work, we plan to extend our analysis to better understand event impact on public transportation. Furthermore, we plan to integrate the proposed models into routing algorithms and
further real-world applications.
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